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Selling Points: 

In this stunning Joan of Arc inspired debut, a peasant girl who can speak to the gods must find a 
way to work with a deadly adversary to turn the tide of the war and assassinate the mad king. 

Description: 

When Nadya prays to the gods, they listen, and magic flows through her veins. For nearly a 
century the Kalyazi have been locked in a deadly holy war with Tranavian heretics, and her power 
is the only thing that is a match for the enemy’s blood magic. But when the Travanian High Prince, 
and his army invade the monastery she is hiding in, instead of saving her people, Nadya is forced 
to flee the only home she’s ever known, leaving it in flames behind her, and vengeance in her 
heart. As night falls, she chooses to defy her gods and forge a dangerous alliance with a pair of 
refugees and their Tranavian blood mage leader, a beautiful, broken boy who deserted his 
homeland after witnessing his blood cult commit unthinkable monstrosities. The plan? 
Assassinate the king and stop the war. But when they discover a nefarious conspiracy that goes 
beyond their two countries, everything Nadya believes is thrown into question, including her 
budding feelings for her new partner. Someone has been harvesting blood mages for a dark 
purpose, experimenting with combining Tranavian blood magic with the Kalyazi’s divine one. In 
order to save her people, Nadya must now decide whether to trust the High Prince - her country’s 
enemy - or the beautiful boy with powers that may ignite something far worse than the war 
they’re trying to end. 
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